Sail through the air into the unique panorama of the most wonderful landscape.... only
through the fascinating adventure of taking an ultra-light plane around the Bodensee can
you see both the glittering Bodensee and the the snow white mountains of the Alps.
At the idyllic Wildberg Airfield, after being greeted by your pilot, you will be shown to your
plane. As soon as you have got comfortable and buckled-up then the sight seeing flight
begins. Straight from take-off the flight is impressive and difficult to find words to describe.
In just a few seconds the Bodensee and Alps are in sight from the cockpit for you alone to
enjoy.
The route can be determined by your desires. Guaranteed is the breath taking scenery,
making the sight-seeing flight unforgettable. Maybe you will see the local region through
different eyes when you come back down to earth.
Further Information:
You can determine the flight path: Allgäu - Bregenzerwald - Bodensee - Zugspitze Schweizer Alpen.
We can fly you also to Rügen or Venice, the only limitation is presented by the weather.
Requirements:
Maximal weight: 100kg
Normal physical condition
Completion dependent upon:
Visiblity by flight and the weather
Length:
From 15 minutes to as long as you like
Participation:
1 person
What to bring with you:
comfortable and weather suitable clothing
flat shoes
sun glasses
The Remos GX will make you feel comfortable and secure as it is one of the most modern
planes on the market.
The plane has a built in rescue-system which allows it to be landed using a parachute.
All the instruments are state of the art enabling the pilot to have all the information required
for the flight and you can also see this live in action and take part in the experience. We
will explain all the basics of flying and should you get bitten by the flying bug then we can
highly recommend the flying school at the airfield.
Scared of flying..... no problem! We have experience of solving this and are very
successful in providing a most enjoyable flight. We want you to have the best possible
flight with us and we will respect your wishes and ensure you are happy throughout the
flight.

